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Please note that images in this article may be disturbing to some readers.
It was during a visit to the National Museum of
African American History and Culture (NMAAHC) in
Washington, DC, that I first encountered the
abominable portrait of Martha Ann Banks’s injured
body (fig. 1).1 On display in the museum galleries, the
image represents a young Black woman seated on a
chair with her dress stripped to her waist. With her
back toward the viewer, the woman rests her weight
precariously on the right edge of the seat while her
left hand extends outward, across the chair, for
balance. Her face carefully obscured, she turns to
display the raised scars that cover her back, the back
of her arms, and the back of her head. Although
divorced from its original context, the image appears
to be an enlarged photographic reproduction of a
wood engraving. Its origins in the relief printing
process are recognizable in the network of lines and
crosshatching that define the woman’s form.
At the NMAAHC, the image is featured in the
Fig. 1. The image of Martha Ann Banks as it
galleries as part of a large collage (fig. 2) that
appears at the Smithsonian National Museum
of African American History and Culture,
illustrates the lived experience of enslavement,
DC. Photo: Harper’s
wherein bondspeople built homes, developed crafts, Washington,
Weekly/Courtesy of HarpWeek
and nurtured their families, and where, despite their
varied experiences, the threat of violence was never far away. A wall label to the right of the
image presents the unnamed subject simply as “Marks of Punishment Inflicted by Burning,
Richmond, Virginia, 1866.” In the context of the museum’s display, the image of Banks’s
scarred back is meant to serve not only as bodily evidence of the violence endured by
enslaved persons but also as a way to underscore that American slavery was a
fundamentally human experience, in counterbalance to the museum’s presentation of the
legal and economic histories of enslavement on view in the preceding galleries.2
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When I first saw the image of Martha Ann Banks, I was
immediately struck by the formal similarities that it
shares with the canonical image known as The Scourged
Back. Taken by the photographers McPherson and Oliver
in Baton Rouge in April of 1863, this widely reproduced
photograph presents a formerly enslaved man known as
both “Gordon” and “Peter” in a similar three-quarter
pose.3 With his face registered in profile, Peter contorts
his frame to reveal a scarred back that testifies to the
brutality of his enslaved past. Originally produced as a
carte de visite, Peter’s image was circulated, copied,
collected, and displayed as part of abolitionist visual
campaigns in the North and in Europe.4
Peter’s image gained particular notoriety when it was
published as a wood engraving in a special edition of
Harper’s Weekly illustrated newspaper on July 4, 1863
(fig. 3). In Harper’s, Peter is renamed Gordon, and the
Fig. 2. Display at the Smithsonian
National Museum of African American
image of his scarred back appears framed by two other
History and Culture, Washington, DC.
illustrations that show his transformation from an
Photo courtesy of the author
escaped bondsman to a soldier, therefore demonstrating
the redemptive power of military service and the potentialities of citizenship for Black
Americans. This recuperative presentation was strategically used by Harper’s not only to
strengthen public support for the war effort and emancipation but also to justify the
enlistment of Black soldiers at a crucial moment during the war.5
As a historian of nineteenth-century photography and the
illustrated press, I recognized the significant parallels
between the image of Martha Ann Banks and that of
Peter/Gordon, and I suspected that the image on display
at the NMAAHC also derived from an illustrated
newspaper. Wanting to know more about the image’s
subject and the circumstances of its production and
circulation, my research led me to ask difficult questions
about what it means to work within an archive of racial
subjugation—particularly as a white woman—and the
political, ethical, and moral implications of attempting to
recover the lives of the enslaved.6 What does it mean to
more fully illuminate the experience of a subject in an
image of atrocity? In finding out more information about
Banks’s life, might I somehow redress the bodily and
archival violence that rendered her an unnamed figure in
a museum display? Moreover, how could I tell Banks’s
story—or, a story of racialized violence—without
committing further violence in my own act of narration?
What steps could I take to extend care not only to Banks
but also to potential audiences in presenting such images?
These questions take on particular resonance in the midst
of the Black Lives Matter movement and attendant

Fig. 3. “A Typical Negro,” Harper’s
Weekly, July 4, 1863. The Library
Company of Philadelphia,
www.librarycompany.org
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conversations around the circulation of images of Black suffering and traumatic death as a
result of police violence.7
From my ongoing engagement with the portrait of Banks’s injured body, this investigation
offers further insights into her life and the production of her image. I also explore how
Banks’s image was circulated and framed through its use, particularly in the pages of
Harper’s Weekly, where it was employed to activate the political agency of the periodical’s
predominantly white readers. By examining the various forms of Banks’s image, this
discussion reveals the layers of mediation that have delimited the historic narration of her
abuse. The term “mediation” signifies not only the material translation of Banks’s image
from one media to another, but also the ways in which her story has been transmitted and
determined by historical actors.8 It is through unpacking these multiple layers of mediated
obfuscation that I have been able to locate traces of Banks’s own voice. In addition, my
research has allowed me to gain a fuller understanding of the ways in which Banks’s
continued presence within the archive—and narratives of racialized violence more broadly—
remains governed by racial power structures.
I soon learned that Banks’s image was originally published as a wood engraving in Harper’s
Weekly on July 28, 1866 (fig. 4). Featured in the lower left register of the page, Banks’s
partially naked and scarred body is triangulated in this publication by seemingly edifying
examples of nineteenth-century white American womanhood. These include Mathew
Brady’s portrait of the Union heroine Barbara Frietchie, and a sketch showing the latest
trend in women’s bathing costumes. Likely selected for their similarity in female subject
matter, the logic of the newspaper’s layout also constructs a narrative hierarchy, in which
the suffering of Black women—such as Banks—serves as an anchor for the political agency
and freedoms of white women in late nineteenth-century America.9 It is as if Banks, by force
of association, is the passive beneficiary of Frietchie’s
self-sacrificing resistance to the Confederacy, and
Banks’s emancipation from enslavement is equivalent
to the liberation of women from restrictive fashions.
Captioned “Marks of Punishment Inflicted upon a
Colored Servant in Richmond, Virginia,” Harper’s
textual framing of Banks’s image further suggests that
she serves a merely symbolic role by obscuring her
identity and locating the subject of the image in the
site of her injured body. This presentation contrasts
with Harper’s earlier publication of the image of
“Gordon,” who achieves a degree of masculine agency
through the covering of his scars by his military
uniform, an illustration of his embodied
transformation from fugitive slave to soldier.10

Fig. 4. “A Cruel Punishment,” Harper’s
Weekly, July 28, 1866. The Library Company
of Philadelphia,www.librarycompany.org

An accompanying article, “A Cruel Punishment,”
identifies the engraved image of Banks as made after a
photograph sent to Harper’s by a “gentleman” in
Richmond, Virginia, along with a letter that provides
further context.11 According to the letter reprinted by
Harper’s, the photograph shows the effects of
“punishment by a hot iron on the back of a negro girl
about 13 years of age, inflicted by a virago by the name
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of Mrs. A— living in King William County.”12 The letter, which renders both the victim and
her female abuser nameless, reports that the girl had been “locked up in a private room, for
some trivial offense, and kept in there over a week, during which time the burning was
inflicted upon her.” The effects of this abuse are painfully rendered by the wood engraving
process, as the engraver would have had to carve into the woodblock in order for the scars to
be registered as white highlights against her dark skin. The article goes on to report that the
girl’s abuser had been arrested and that the case was now under investigation by the
Freedmen’s Bureau. As the author points out, many of Richmond’s white citizens
denounced the bureau’s involvement and regarded the accused as a “martyred and
chivalrous Southern lady” and not “the fiend that she was.”13
Declaring that “the time has now gone by when things of this nature are to be hidden from
the public,” the article concludes by emphasizing that, “If the evidence were all published it
would present one of the most cruel and heartless episodes of history that have disgraced
civilization.”14 However, despite the import that is given to the story of this woman’s abuse,
the evidence presented does not include Banks’s own testimony. Instead, her ordeal is told
entirely through another witness, a characteristic feature of sentimental literature of that
time. In sentimental narration, descriptions of Black female suffering were frequently
deployed to awaken the feeling of white Northern actors—particularly white Northern
women—and to mobilize them into political action.15 Yet, as Saidiya Hartman has shown,
the creation of sympathetic representations of enslavement often displaced the personhood
of the enslaved individual in the process of empathetic identification. As Hartman writes,
“The other’s pain is acknowledged to the degree that it can be imagined, yet by virtue of this
substitution the object of identification threatens to disappear.”16 In the context of Harper’s
reporting, Banks is treated as a cipher, her injured body employed as evidence of Southern
cruelty and as a call to arms for Harper’s readers during the battle over Reconstruction.
Banks’s image appeared in Harper’s at the height of debates over Reconstruction and the
congressional elections that were set to take place in the fall of 1866. The Democratic Party,
led by President Andrew Johnson, clashed with Radical Republicans over the terms by
which the former Confederate states would be allowed to reenter the Union. The central
issues in this debate were African American civil rights, and particularly whether voting
rights would be granted to Black men.17 Favoring a policy of quick restoration for the
seceded states, Johnson objected to imposing Black suffrage as a condition of readmission.
Meanwhile, as a Republican newspaper, Harper’s endorsed Radical Reconstruction policies
that would have punished the South and granted citizenship and voting rights to African
Americans.18 Under the leadership of political editor George William Curtis, a supporter of
full racial equality, Harper’s backed Radical Reconstruction by publishing articles that
argued for voting rights for Black men, denounced prejudice against Black Americans, and
condemned anti-Black violence in both the North and the South.19 The publication initially
adopted a conciliatory tone regarding disagreements with President Johnson; however, by
the end of the summer of 1866, Harper’s had begun to position the president’s policies as a
threat to the nation. Taken in this context, the image of Banks’s injured body is presented
less to illustrate the story of her abuse than to provide a counterargument to those who
supported making concessions to the South in the lead-up to the 1866 elections.20
While the publication of her image and the accompanying article in Harper’s Weekly
selectively recognize Banks’s humanity by denouncing the violence inflicted upon her, the
newspaper ultimately denies her full humanity by obscuring her identity, neglecting to
include her own voice, and marginalizing her experience by employing her narrative as a
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political tool. It was with an acknowledgment of the limitations—and inherent erasures—of
Harper’s mediation of Banks’s narrative that I sought to find out more about her life.
The details in Harper’s Weekly allowed me to identify the young woman as sixteen-year-old
Martha Ann Banks (born in 1849/50) of Aylett, Virginia. Historical newspaper databases
reveal that the story of Banks’s abuse and the trial of her former enslaver, Mrs. Ann
Catherine Abrahams, was widely reported in 1866. At least fifty-seven (unillustrated)
newspaper articles were published in reference to Banks’s case and/or the extraordinary
cruelty of her abuser. Significantly, the story of Banks and Abrahams appeared in
newspapers all across the country—from the Daily News and Herald in Savannah, Georgia,
to the Winona Daily Republican in Winona, Minnesota—and in Canada and Australia.21
These articles, which variously spell her name as “Martha Ann,” “Martha Anne,” “Martha
Anna,” and “Martha Annie,” describe not only the shocking details of her abuse, but also the
incredible efforts of Banks’s mother, Lucy Richardson, to rescue her daughter after having
fled the Abrahams household from similar abuse the year before. Several articles also
reprint excerpts from the Freedmen’s Bureau investigation, including surgical reports and
eyewitness testimony, while others note the circulation of the photograph that served as the
basis for Harper’s illustration.22 On their part, many Southern newspapers denounced the
circulation of the story and Harper’s publication of the image as anti-Southern propaganda,
arguing that it was unfair to charge the whole region with the alleged crimes of one bad
person.23
The extensive press coverage demonstrates that the publication of Banks’s image by
Harper’s Weekly occurred after her story was already in wide circulation. Indeed, the
narrative of Banks’s abuse was essentially old news by the time of Harper’s publication,
with the earliest known articles describing the case appearing in the Daily Morning
Chronicle and The Press on July 4, 1866, more than three weeks before Harper’s own
story.24 This delay can be attributed, in part, to the labor required to translate photographs
into wood engravings, which involved a network of correspondents, editors, sketch artists,
engravers, and typesetters. However, the delay in publication may have also been
intentional, as Harper’s likely relied on a certain amount of prior knowledge on the part of
their readers—gathered from daily newspapers—either of the case against Banks’s abuser or
the existence of the photograph itself.25 Despite this delay, Harper’s editors clearly believed
that the disturbing visual evidence of Banks’s scarred body was still relevant to political
discourse, and in publishing the image undoubtedly drew upon readers’ recollections of The
Scourged Back. By publishing stories that were already in wide circulation, we also can see
that Harper’s was not publishing news—as we understand it today—but was instead acting
as a digest, aggregating stories and images from a larger intermedial culture of information
and then choosing to publish those that were suitable to their editorial goals.
With the help of scholar Matthew Fox-Amato, I was able to locate a copy of the
photographic source for Harper’s illustration in the Wendell Phillips papers at Harvard
University (fig. 5). The carte de visite portrait had been sent to Phillips by his friend John
Oliver, who was then working for the Freedmen’s Bureau in Richmond. In a letter to
Phillips, Oliver presents the photograph as evidence of the barbarism of slavery and
describes his personal encounter with Banks, noting that, when she was first brought to see
him at the Freedmen’s Court, she was too weak to get something to eat.26 Oliver also writes
that the case had been brought before a Judge Advocate, but that at the time of his writing
to Phillips, he had lost sight of the case. However limited, these personal details of Oliver’s
encounter with Banks are striking, as such “intimate history” is otherwise absent from the
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press coverage of her story and is not visible in her photograph.27

Fig. 5a,b (recto and verso). Vannerson & Jones, Martha Ann Banks, 1866. Albumen silver
print on card, 4 x 2 7/16 in. Wendell Phillips papers, 1555–1882 (inclusive),1833–81 (bulk).
MS Am 1953 (942). Houghton Library, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA

Importantly, the survival of Banks’s image as a carte de visite points to the photograph’s
intended distribution and use as an informational tool. The invention of the carte de visite, a
form of negative-positive paper photography adhered to cardstock that enabled multiple,
inexpensive copies of small images to be produced from a single exposure, created objects
that mimicked the portability and ubiquity of the calling card. These objects played an
important role in the visual culture of the Civil War, as they helped spread information
among networks, both personal and political. The unique materiality of the carte de visite,
including its portability and the potential for text to be added to the card mount, made it an
ideal form for the communication of ideas. Although the scale of the carte de visite implied a
sort of possession of the subject, many formerly enslaved individuals used the medium as a
tool of self-representation and self-actualization.28 However, despite the capacity for selfempowerment located within the carte de visite, both Oliver’s circulation of Banks’s
photograph and its translation as a wood engraving by Harper’s Weekly only speak to her
symbolic form, as evidence of the barbarism of enslavement. Both sources acknowledge the
case that was brought against Mrs. Abrahams; however, they fail to fully articulate Banks’s
life without enslavement—including the resilience of Banks’s mother, Lucy Richardson, who
returned three times to rescue her daughter—or how, in the early days of Reconstruction,
the family was able to finally seek justice against their abuser.29
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The various iterations of Banks’s image—from the photograph to the wood engraving to the
enlarged reproduction on display at the NMAAHC—demonstrate a tension within the
archive, between the extreme visibility of her body and the absence, or erasure, of her
subjecthood. As Huey Copeland and Krista Thompson describe in their essay “Perpetual
Returns: New World Slavery and the Matter of the Visual,” this tension is not unusual, as
history has cast enslaved individuals into a “perpetual state of visual fugitivity” since the
visual traces of enslavement continue to be obfuscated by the archives of the oppressive
classes.30 Each form of mediation, however well-intentioned, brings Banks both in and out
of view, as the image of her scarred body is used as evidence of the horrors of enslavement
and as a site for the activation of empathetic identification, political activism, and historic
narration.31 In this vein, it is worth considering that the image that I first encountered on
display at the NMAAHC is itself an extreme form of mediation: an enlarged photographic
reproduction of a wood engraving based on a photographic source.
The presence of Banks’s image at the NMAAHC captures not only the complexity of how
narratives of Black female suffering have been disseminated since the Civil War but also
how these tensions of visuality and obfuscation persist in the archive and therefore provide
both limits on and possibilities for our work on the past.32 The approach I have taken, which
focuses on unpacking the layers of mediation that have determined an image’s circulation
and shaped the discourse surrounding that image—particularly with regard to the
translation of photographs into wood engravings for illustrated newspapers—has helped me
speak to this tension within the archive as well as my own subject position. As a white
female historian, I must acknowledge my own inescapable role as a mediating force, in
addition to my own privilege and the historic complicity of white people, whether knowingly
or unknowingly, in anti-Black racism and racialized violence. This history has brought up
fraught questions as I have thought about how to best engage with Banks’s image and her
fragmented presence within the archive, while being mindful of the potential to perpetuate
further violence in my own attempts at historical recovery and historic narration.
In the introduction to the special issue of Social Text entitled “The Question of Recovery:
Slavery, Freedom, and the Archive,” the coeditors argue that there remains a “present,
political purpose” to the project of historical recovery when it comes to the lives of the
enslaved. Acknowledging that “historical recovery may never adequately restore the
ontological totality of African-descended people silenced within the archive” and that
“accounting for slavery may not unsettle the deep power imbalances that continue to
permeate our world,” they conclude that even an incomplete history of the lives of the
enslaved (or, in Banks’s case, formerly enslaved) remains a worthy—and even urgent—
pursuit, particularly given the continued onslaught against Black life.33 It is with these
imperatives in mind, coupled with a personal sense of political urgency in the wake of the
police killings of too many unarmed Black men and women in the United States and the rise
of the Black Lives Matter movement, that I have continued researching Banks’s life despite,
and yet because of, the impossibility of historical recovery. This work forms a crucial
component of my dissertation, in which I examine the publication and framing of
photographic images of atrocity and their translation into wood engravings in Harper’s
Weekly during the Civil War. I hope to be able to learn more about Banks’s life in order to
illuminate more fully the tension between Harper’s exploitation of her image and her own
articulation of her freedom.
Most recently, I was able to conduct research in the records of the Freedmen’s Bureau at the
National Archives in Washington, DC. The archives present certain challenges for scholars,
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as researchers no longer have access to the original documents and must instead work from
microfilm. The convenience of the digitized microfilms is undermined by a lack of clarity as
some materials have become illegible in the translation from one medium to another, and
the copying of multiple ledgers onto a single roll makes it difficult to understand crossreferencing. Searching for Banks under “B” for “Banks” and “R” for “Richardson,” her
mother’s name, it was not until I tried “L” for “Layton,” the name of the Judge Advocate who
presided over the case, that I found what I was looking for. It was there, filed under this
white man’s name, that I found the original eighty-eight-page report of the case, including
Banks’s own testimony. I am as yet unresolved about how to incorporate Banks’s testimony,
which is primarily an account of her abuse, into my work as an art historian, though I hope
to find ways to pair close visual analysis of the various forms of her image with primary
research that will allow for the exposure of the historic and continued system structures of
racism that have determined her presence within the archive. I also hope to find ways to
share my recovery of this historical trauma and its historic contextualization without reinvoking trauma for those who still suffer within these racial power structures. Moving
forward, I will continue to unpack the layers of mediation that have delimited the historic
narration of Martha Ann Banks’s life and use the persistence of these violent erasures as a
point of departure, rather than as a barrier, for future inquiry.
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